GPSC Committee Meeting – October 3, 2017

Meeting start at 5:45pm

Attended:
Mwai – present as of 5:45pm
Nicolas – present as of 5:45pm
Annasofia – present as of 5:45pm
Kristie – present as of 5:45pm
Cory – present as of 6:10pm

Speaking with a student:
Maria Sider request #1919 – Appeal Case

Vote to Appeal Rejection:
Mwai – Deny Appeal
Nicolas – Deny Appeal
Annasofia – Deny Appeal
Kristie – Deny Appeal
Cory – Deny Appeal

Reasons for Denial:
We cannot fund continuing education hours
Dates issue- accounts payable will not accept
Confirmed that a request for the letter of support was sent out and Faculty did not submit

Ideas for changing process of requests
- separating process (ex work shop, conference, etc)
- Faculty advisor
- examples with screenshots
- make powerpoint or specific rules mandatory before applying
- workshop to explain GPSC – explain rules
  - Three separate days Tuesday – Wednesday – Friday -> RSVP mandatory up to a certain amount of people
- attachments required for specific questions (collapsed) – Contact – David
- list of events for the semester?
- Still waiting on Michelle to get back to us for dates on GSAW – ROOM RESERVATIONS NEEDED

-Daniella Cordiolo – dcord036@fiu.edu – contacted office we have asked Teresa to contact her

Meeting ended 7:38pm